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that the outcome is a pleasing and
memorable design.
Feelings is a return to a

more optimistic realm. Of
Miller's four sculptures,
its iconography most
resembles a coral reef
in the ocean. Miller
captures a lightness
of being among
the sweeping,
outstretched seg-
ments. A force-
ful tactile quality
spreads evenly
over the work like
a wave. Each section
of the sculpture is
composed of rounded
digits that extend
harmoniously. Each of
Miller's sculptures pos-
sesses a life force that exempli-
fies all that is pure and elemental.

Miller has taken care to pare down
his vocabulary to the cellular level. He uses
understatement to great effect and, in this series of
work, he achieves a measure of success because he
does not muddy up his sculptures with
additional mixed media, pattern
or texture. Many artists cannot
resist using everything at
their disposal to create the
maximum noise. Miller
earns our admiration
with his restraint.

The exhibition
picks up momen-
tum as Miller
exploits the use
of geometry and
cellular patterns
with his bowls
and platters.
From. the smallest
work-"(nine inches
'in diameter) to the
largest, (22 inches
in diameter) and with
robust thickness, Miller
distinguishes his functional
ware from standard issue.

P5-11, one of the larger plat-
ters, is covered in a leaf green glaze
that appears as concave cells sprawling
across its surface. Miller hand carves the surface
with ladles and melon ball scoops so that the light .
reflects off the various shapes, shifting over the uneven

surface. For added interest, Miller cut
a variety of holes in the platter.

The eye jumps back and forth
between the glazed cells

and the negative space
created by the holes.
The cellular systems
that Miller explored
in his sculptures
are revisited again
in his functional
.ware through his
use of texture. The
design element
is what gives this
work its vigorous
appeal.

P7-1O, a smaller
platter, looks as 1£it has

been freshly plucked from
the earth in an archaeologi-

cal dig. Its black surface has
been carved with rounded div-

ots that swirl out from its centre.The
swirling divots are barely contained by

the rim of the platter. Miller uses a hand oper-
ated angle grinder to achievea glass finish. He captures
a bit of history; a petrified moment of primordial ooze.

The circular pattern is a familiar one.Whether
Miller is inspired by a rainstorm or

stalks of wheat bending in the
wind, the surface of his platter

bubbles with energy.
Another medium-
sized platter (P14-1O)
stands out for its surg-
ing circular mass of
green-tinged blood
cells outlined in
black. The pat-
tern converges in
the centre like a
swarm of bees.
Again Miller suc-
cessfully uses tex-
ture and pattern to
add dimension and
to infuse the piece

with a jolt of electricity
that is irresistible.
Whereas Miller may

have looked at a dab of blood
under a microscope for iJrrspira-

tion for the previous platter, E17-07 .
has a combination of round shapes that

transport one to the site of an erupting volcano. The
jagged black surface and rough, carved edges barely
contain the lava-like pattern, lapping at its edges.
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